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Sink, sank, sunk
``Nature appears as a complex system, whose factors are dimly discerned by us.''
Whitehead (1995 [1920], page 163)
``Where there is dirt there is system.''
Douglas (2002 [1966], page 44)
In the deep and stagnant recesses of the oceans, there are so-called `garbage patches',
where thousands of miles of sea are crammed with plastic debris. Plastic travels from
several continents into this still water, which is so clogged with bottles and packages
that ships avoid passing through the area. One of the many sites where waste collects
and stirs in anticipation of another migration, the Great Pacific Garbage Patch is a sort
of `sink', a repository for waste matter. In this sink that extends across an area as large
as Texas, plastic pellets and water bottles float and swirl, and some centuries later this
debris may finally break down into even smaller petrochemical by-products and sift
into the deeper ocean strata. Sinks are, in the physical-sciences sense of the word, those
environmental zones that receive, absorb, and contain wastes (Daly and Farley, 2003,
page 439). The term most often refers to `carbon sinks', those sites within the biosphere
that absorb or store carbon (as well as other greenhouse gases). Sinks may, if not
overly saturated, process waste over varying periods of time and recycle the materials
back through biogeochemical cycles. Oceans and air, soil and bogs, all soak up spills
and overflows, the leaking and creeping plumes of pollution and excess gases.
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Abstract. Sinks are a device within environmental studies that describe spaces and processes that
capture and channel wastes. This paper first explores sinks both as a cultural figure of environmental
understanding and as an important technoscientific instrument within current attempts to describe
the global carbon cycle in relation to climate change. The movement of wastes to and through sinks
is often characterized as a metabolic operation, and this metabolic framing forms a key part of this
investigation. Drawing on Serres's notion of the parasite, the paper considers how waste, noise, and
interference may characterize other types of metabolic exchange that allow for a revised approach
to sinks. The second section of this paper considers how waste `spills' across environments in space
and time. Spills are a way to describe the movement and exchange of wastes that do not conform to
a clear trajectory or network, but, rather, express more formless and even disruptive geographies.
Three `spills' then structure this examination of the movement and mutation of waste, including the
elusive transfer of carbon found within the `missing sinks' in the biosphere, the indistinct exchanges of
carbon and other wastes that occur with human and nonhuman bodies, and the uncertain exchanges
and accumulations of carbon wastes in the future. In this investigation I argue that sinks point toward
the revision of the notion that environments are or should be in metabolic balance, in favor of more
complex and hybrid ecologies and exchanges that incorporate the transformative capacities of waste.
Concluding with Bennett's discussion of the `ecology of matter', this paper then suggests that the dynamic
qualities of waste and matter require renewed attention to environmental exchanges, practices, and
imaginings.
doi:10.1068/d5708Sinks can be extended even further. City sewers, catchments, and vacant lots are
also sinks, collecting, channeling, and storing the debris that scatters through our
urban ecologies. There are sinks in outer space, dead gravitational zones awash with
space junk. So, too, are our bodies sinks, collectors and amplifiers of pollutants, a role
we share with all the plants and animals in the biosphere. Sinks are a critical site for
storing, filtering, and processing wastes. Yet, for all these sinks, we know relatively
little about how they marshal the forces of decayöand what their full extent may be.
Contemporaneously, some of the most crucial sinks are `missing sinks', sites from
forests to oceans that hypothetically must be taking up and storing an excess of carbon
dioxide. But we do not definitively know where these sites are or how they potentially
absorb more carbon than we can estimate.
The transformative yet elusive role of sinks within natural^cultural ecologies is the
focus of this paper. Drawing together interdisciplinary texts from environment studies
(Redclift, 1996; Tarr, 1996; 2002), this paper investigates prevailing notions of sinks,
which suggest they are the often-neglected receptacle end of environmental and indus-
trial processes. As I will discuss here, sinks are typically figured within a metabolic
logic, which describes material flowing from raw matter to waste sites. Sinks are then
studied through attempts to maintain metabolic balance, whether through preventing
waste in the first place, or better managing waste outputs. Through critical discussions
of the notion of metabolism (Gandy, 2004; Swyngedouw, 2006), this paper moves toward
a revised notion of metabolism and the exchange of wastes that is based on Serres's
discussion of the parasite (1982a [1980]). Serres reveals how exchanges, or metabolas,
are sites of constant interference, and are a space that the parasite inhabits. Serres's
metabolas, I argue, suggest that waste plays a transformative role within systems that
is less about balance and more about continual change and exchange (1982b)..
In traversing cultural and physical renderings of matter and ecology, this paper
works between the space of ``myth and tool'', which as Haraway suggests is a porous
space that informs knowledge practices (2004, page 23). Moving from a more general
consideration of sinks and their attendant metabolic functioning, this paper then takes
up a more detailed consideration of carbon sinks, especially as they are studied in
current discussions of climate change. Recent attempts to delineate and locate carbon
sinks often rely on a `balance sheet' approach to environmental systems, which I
suggest may not be the best or only method for understanding sinks. As many
ecologists increasingly argue, exchange and flux across environments, in addition to
the usual bounded spaces of ocean, land, and air, may be important processes of study
within the characterization of sinks. While sinks have emerged as technoscientific
tools within regulatory or carbon-budget-based ecological models, I proposeöfollow-
ing on Serres's discussion of the parasiteöthat the uncertain transformations of sinks
may allow for a reconsideration and reinvigoration of how we conceive of the `dirt'
of environmental systems.
Sinks are indeterminate hybrids of waste, technology, ecology, humans, and non-
humans. They are places of deposit and channeling. Sediment gathers in them, and it
also recirculates. The mobility of waste is critical to understanding how sinks assemble
and transform. This paper then traces the sink-bound movement of waste through three
spills. Spills are a way to describe the movement and exchange of wastes that do not
conform to a clear trajectory or network, but, rather, express more formless (and
parasitical) geographies (Law and Mol, 2001). I investigate how waste spills into air,
ocean, and land, how it crosses the boundaries of bodies and spills into the cellular
matter of humans and nonhumans, and, finally, how it creeps into the future, trans-
forming environments and even shifting the terms of metabolic exchange. These spills,
or untoward circulations through ecologies, bodies, and time, reveal the catchments
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disturbances, contingencies, and openings that interfere with the apparent closure
or optimal functioning of natural^cultural processes. In this respect, this paper draws
on and is situated within the growing literature on waste and material studies, which
emphasizes that matteröespecially waste matteröis not stagnant, but, rather, plays
an active role in giving rise to new systems, and new natural^cultural relations
(Bennett, 2004; 2007; Gabrys, forthcoming; Hawkins, 2006). Finally, sinksöand the
migrations of waste through these spacesöallow us to reconsider the figures we use
to mobilize and transform our environmental practices and imaginings.
The dirt of systems
Some environmental theorists suggest that the current state of our natural^cultural
ecologies can be understood through our inability to attend to sinks. We have for
so long fixated on the perceived problem of resource shortages, Redclift notes, that
we have overlooked ``problems which are associated with global sinks'' (1996, page 47).
Those sink-related problems include a saturated atmosphere, acidified oceans, and
contaminated soils. Common yet often peripheral or even invisible, at once global
and local, sinks are sites that are increasingly overloaded. These zones, moreover, are
not contained, but spill over and recirculate in unexpected ways. As Redclift writes,
``Sinks are the repositories for these emissions and wastes but, as we have seen, they
are rarely the final repositories'' (1996, page 129). Sinks are spaces of transformation
as much as containmentöand yet the tendency of wastes to migrate and transform
is often overlooked in the attempt to stow away wastes indefinitely.
In our obsession with resources, we have then neglected to develop a``theory of sinks''
(Redclift, 1996, page 111). Sinks are often described as our common spaces. The atmos-
phere is a space where, theoretically, global publics assemble,`beyond borders'and outside
the strict delineations of nation-states (Latour and Weibel, 2005; Lo « vbrand and Stripple,
2006). While resource extraction and use are performed through the stricture of private
property, emissions and pollution are performed in the common spaces of the air, the
water, and land(fill). A theory of sinks would, arguably, make visible``the social function of
sinks'' (Redclift, 1996, page 129), and would reveal the inevitable connections between
global and local ecologies, where the specific sites of emissions merge into much larger
spatial^temporal waste assemblages that accumulate and migrate, and thereby trans-
form into even more complex sets of effects, from acid rain to climate change. But the
location and function of sinks do not necessarily settle into a global^local dichotomy;
they, instead, reveal a complex set of natural^cultural processes always in the making.
Developing a natural^cultural `theory of sinks' requires wading through their murky
terrain, and traversing the ecological, cultural, and political ambiguities of these deep
spaces where waste is channeled and stored.
Ultimate sinks
Sinks are not just the environmental holding pattern for locating waste, but also a
technoscientific instrument for designating and managing waste. Environmental histo-
rian Tarr suggests in his early investigation into sinks and environmental systems that
``the search for the ultimate sink'' remains an abiding obsession within contemporary
technoecologies (1996). Through focusing on three case studies of sinks within urban
air, land, and water, Tarr stresses that not only is the ultimate sink an elusive prospect,
but also that our definitions and devices for monitoring and controlling pollution
are always changing. Pollution is not a fixed category, and what we regard as con-
tamination shifts across space and time. At the same time, we have at our disposal
ever-new ways of generating pollution, whether through new manufacturing processes,
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and contingent qualities of pollution inform Tarr's sink case studies, where he considers
``how pollution solutions generate new pollution problems'' (1996, page 8), and give
rise to renewed relations among environmental perceptions, waste, science, culture,
and policy.
Sinks emerge through technologies that inform the monitoring, controlling, and
displacement of wastes. The environmental pollution that Tarr addresses is associated
with the technologies born out of the Industrial Revolution; and as much as pollution
and its perception shift, so too do the technologies for managing and responding
to pollution redirect it across multiple sinks, from air to sea and land. Our use
of technology to deal with pollution typically consists of what he calls, ``loops of
retrofits and technological fixes'' (1996, page 29). Such technological fixes attempt
to displace and delay the effects of pollution by, for instance, disposing of wastes
in landfills rather than oceans, or shifting the height of coal smokestacks to clean the
air, while simultaneously contributing to the problem of acid rain. Sinks are bound up
with technologies for identifying as well as solving waste problems, but this pursuitö
`the search for the ultimate sink'öis a proposition and pursuit that could never be
complete. There is no final frontier of dumping, on some asteroid congealed with an
endless supply of junk and hazardous waste. What is more, every sink we locate for
dumping wastes inevitably leaks and spills over into other sinks. The fickle and
uncertain qualities of pollution, as well as the binding relations between pollution
and technology, ensure that the`ultimate sink' will never appear. Indeed, pollution emerges
through an entire technological landscape of the generation, monitoring, regulation, and
remediation of wastes. Environmentsöand their perceived purity and impurityöemerge
at this intersection of technology, nature, and waste.
And, yet, the ultimate sink remains a potent figure within conceptions of environ-
mentsönot only as an undisturbed space to lay the final remains of cultural production,
but also as a dynamic filter that may redress the hobbling metabolic balance of environ-
mental systems. Discussions of sinks often focus on understanding the `metabolism'
of systems, and the possible collisions and realignments between urban, industrial and
natural processes. Indeed, Tarr considers the generation and elimination of wastes
through the figure of metabolism. At first glance, pollution may seem to be only
a matter of sewing up the gap between urban or industrial, and natural metabolisms.
If we better understood the exchanges that are found in ecological systems, we could
emulate these within our own urban and cultural systems (and achieve some measure
of balance). In his critical assessment of metabolisms, Swyngedouw discusses metabolism
and circulation as 19th-century concepts that were extended to describe ``material
exchanges between organisms and the environment as well as the bio-physical processes
within living (and non-living, ie decaying) entities'' (2006, page 107). This metabolic
figure then informed the systems-based descriptions of organisms and environments
or ecologies, which were in some way described through ``specific regulatory processes''
(Foster, 2000, page 160, emphasis in original). It is important to note here that
metabolism as a concept does connote balance (or lack thereof) between organism
and environment, or ecological systems more generally. Metabolic frameworks argu-
ably direct us to think of environments as systems to be managed and regulated
in order to maintain balance. Indeed, sinks emerge as a concept and tool within
industrial ecology, which conceives of production as the processing of inputs (resources)
while eliminating unwanted outputs (waste) (Tarr, 1996).
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Other readings and deployments of metabolism have emerged, however, that recast
how we describe environmental and social systemsöand, by extension, mobilize the
figure of sinks. Swyngedouw wants to draw out the heterogeneity of metabolic oper-
ations through the awareness of the ``political meaning of nature'' (2006, page 107;
Latour, 2004a). Gandy further considers how the tidiness of metabolic metaphors
may miss the mess of environmental and urban conditionsöa mess that may be as
much sociopolitical as biophysical. He suggests that we may evoke metabolism not
through ``its organicist and functionalist antecedents'', where nature is a harmonious
system set apart from the dirt of cities, for instance, but, instead, introduce it as a
device for thinking of environments through hybridity (2004, pages 373^374; Kwa,
2006 [2002]). While Gandy references the work of Swyngedouw and Latour to arrive
at a more extended idea of hybridity, in many ways Serres's figure of the parasite
articulates this hybridity most successfully (1982a [1980]). Serres conveys how metabo-
las, as spaces of exchange, are less about homeostasis and more about transformation.
Importantly, this transformation is continually marked by the apparent invasion of
waste, dirt, noise, and parasites:
``The system is itself a space of transformation. There are only metabolas.W h a tw e
take as an equilibrium is only a slowing down of metabolic processes. My body
is an exchanger of time. It is filled with signals, noises, messages, and parasites.
And it is not at all exceptional in this vast world. It is true of animals and plants, of
air crystals, of cells and atoms, of groups and constructed objects. Transformation,
deformation of information'' (1982a [1980], pages 72^73).
In contrast to the steady-state ambitions of metabolic theory, Serres, instead, calls for
an attention to the exchanges, relations, and hybrids that ensure that no system is ever
completely static. The parasite is integral to Serres's conception of metabolas. This is a
figure that transforms as much as it interruptsöit is the conductor of the inevitable
noise in any system. If we extend this approach to the figure of the sink, we can recast
it not as the distant dumping ground of industrial processes of resource extraction and
production, but, instead, as a figure for describing hybrid, transformative ecologies.
Dirt incorporated
Thinkers as disparate as Douglas and Serres have explored the notion that dirt or
noise in some way reveals the contours of systems (Douglas, 2002 [1966]; Serres 1982a
[1980]). Serres asks, ``Where do we put the dirt?'' Because when we locate the dirt
we will inevitably find the system (1982a [1980], page 13). For Serres dirt is integral
to the system, where `faults' reveal assumed logic, and `noise' signals the power of
communication or interference. In a different cast, Douglas introduces the idea that
``where there is dirt, there is system'' (1995 [1966], page 36). She articulates how dirt
marks the boundaries of systems, the inside of culture and the outside of waste matter.
Dirt is `matter out of place'öoutside of systems of classifying and locating. Indeed,
sinks are often defined as those invisible and amorphous sites that harbor `externali-
ties', the negative effects that are placed outside of systems. Serres may be read for
his tendency to see dirt in the very cracks and fissures of our tacit systems, which
in many ways undermines their coherence as fixed or closed entities. Douglas, on the
other hand, locates boundaries that demarcate dirt from system. For Serres, these
are mutually implicated, to the extent that dirt challenges and continually reorders
systems. He holds the dirt of systems in play through the figure of the parasite, which
is not outside of, but, rather, attached to and contingent upon, the very organisms and
systems that it seems to oppose. We cannot know systems without their dirt, he
suggests, which in many ways points to the necessity of more fully incorporating dirt
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burial, but to reveal the generative and dynamic role it plays within natural^cultural
ecologies.
We may discern ecology through pollution, through perceived imbalance. But such
contamination is quite possibly one of the most important registers of environmental
understandingöat both material and political levels. Sinks operate as a tool for
negotiating ecological balance, but also as an instrument of political management.
Sinks are bound up with changing assessments of CO2, as well as with mutable
attempts to locate political responsibility for its extended ecological effects. In this
respect, there may be possibilities for imagining environmental politics that more fully
incorporate the dirt of systems. As Michael suggests,``in the place of an environmental
politics grounded in a purified version of nature, we need a politics that addresses
the complex and dynamic impurifications of technonatures'' (2009, page 102; Latour,
1993 [1991]). These impurifications extend to the entanglements of nature, technology,
politics, culture, and everyday life. Here is Serres's dirt scattered across the clean and
essential ordering systems that would stand in for any idea of an essentialized or
purified `Nature'. Instead, the messy entanglements of technonatures suggest the need
for practices and politics that are capable of working with the dirt that undoes the
sanctity of these categories. By incorporating dirt, we can reconsider the apparently
impermeable boundaries between nature, culture, and technology, as well as the imper-
fect practices of balancing the carbon budget. Impurifications are not aberrations to be
scrubbed from the data, but are the very gist of what constitutes the emergence and
transformation of environments, as well as their practices and imaginings. In the next
part of this paper, the specific case of impurification as it occurs within carbon sinks
reveals how by attending to the dirt within systems we may begin to reconsider how
our technonatures are constitutedöor could be constitutedöespecially in the context
of climate change.
Flux histories
``The air is a sensitive and globally indivisible waste receptacle. Many interesting
consequences may be in store.''
Lynch (1990, page 48)
As much as sinks may initially appear to be the final resting place for the fallout of
industrial processes, their waste materials drift across environmental zones. Sinks leak.
Wastes migrate through environments, changing the contours of those systems along
the way. The stowing away of wastes never proves to be a permanent solution. Tarr
notes that sinks are always provisional, and the combined effects of pollution may not
only magnify beyond their original scope, but also drift across environments to
produce unpredictable effects (1996, page 385). Just as environments are in flux, so,
too, are the waste materials that move through them. With this flux and movement,
we return to Serres's metabolas, those other metabolic figures of exchange that do not
operate within a closed loop, but, instead, open outwards into processes of trans-
formation. Indeed, ecologists are increasingly working with models of ``disequilibrium''
rather than equilibrium in order to study more thoroughly these dynamic qualities
of ecologies (Forsyth, 2003; Taylor, 2005; White, 2006, pages 64^65). The flux and
transformation that occur through such exchanges within these more dynamic ecolo-
gies informs the remainder of this paper, which focuses on sinks not as places of
metabolic closure, but, rather, as sites of exchange and transformation.
We are forever spilling wayward substances into the environment, from oil to chem-
icals and litter. Most spill analyses focus on the accidental dispersal of oil, but many
other substancesöliquid and gaseousöleak into and overflow environmental systems.
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point to pathways and feedback that are not clearly defined, where the exchange of
energy is unpredictable and where ecologies can be described only provisionally,
through conditions of hybridity. In this liquid analysis, the apparently impervious
boundaries that separate contiguous systems break down. Cities spill into oceans,
landfills slump into rivers, groundwater leaks into bodies, and atmospheres reshape
landscapes.
Three spillsömigrations of waste matter across environmentsöguide this investi-
gation, which considers how waste moves through and transforms the biosphere,
bodies, and futures. The three spills that follow, then, describe the somewhat formless
but no less informing technoecological performances of pollution. These three spills
focus on the leakages that occur across carbon sinks, and how these spills migrate
across the environmental media of air, soil, and water to influence bodies and futures.
In many ways, these spills constitute a rewriting of Tarr's original three sink case
studies, which focus on the metabolic balance of air, water, and land. In contrast to
Tarr's investigation, then, this sink study turns not to the ideal metabolism of environ-
mental systems, but to those wayward transfers made across sinks. The uncertainty and
transformation of waste across sinks, particularly carbon sinks, ultimately constitute
an important realignment for how we think through environmental systems in relation
to climate change.
Spill: biosphere
Contemporary discussions of carbon sinks most often refer to the Kyoto Protocol of
1997 as a definitive environmental event that brought considerable attention to the role
of sinks in the global carbon cycle. In addition to its call for limiting emissions, the
Kyoto Protocol outlines ways in which sinks may be created or enhanced in order to
achieve a balance with the sources or outputs of carbon. While this paper is informed
by the changing and multiple political and politicoscientific interpretations of the
Kyoto prescriptions for sinks, it does not give a full account of these interpretations
and their histories, which alone is a considerable area of study (see Grace, 2004;
Lohmann, 2005). Indeed, as Lo « vbrand and Stripple note, the framing of sinks has
shifted repeatedly, according to scientific practices and policies for tracking carbon
and remaking the boundaries of national and international responsibility for climate
change (2006). Within these shifting `political geographies' of sinks and the carbon
cycle, of even greater interest here is the way in which a renewed interest in `account-
ing' for the global carbon sinks has led to an awareness of `missing sinks'. Missing
sinks are the nebulous absorptive zones that are apparently taking up carbon, but
cannot be precisely located. While carbon emissions are calculated at increasing levels,
not all of these emissions have been accounted for or traced within the atmosphere.
The ocean and forests also account for a certain amount of `carbon uptake', but all
together the carbon budget regularly does not `balance'. Missing sinks are the uncer-
tain and unlocatable spaces of carbon absorption. These are sites that must be taking
up the excess global carbonöthey are residual, even a `residual term', as ecologists
Levy et al note (2004, page 185). These authors suggest that vegetation and land use are
often considered to be the most plausible sites of missing sinks, and for this reason any
changes in land use (most pressingly, tropical deforestation) will have considerable
consequences for climate change. And, yet, the interplay of sinks, carbon, and other
greenhouse gases has not been wholly resolved.
In an attempt to locate and more accurately account for the exchange of CO2 within
the global carbon cycle, numerous methods have been developed to estimate and measure
carbon. Yet, no single method for measuring or estimating carbon has provided a clear
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range of carbon measurements has been brought together to produce `flux histories' of
carbon sources and sinks. One such project, the CarbonTracker, consists of a `carbon
observing network' over North America set up by the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's Earth System Research Laboratory (Peters et al, 2007,
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/carbontracker). The CarbonTracker is a `data assimila-
tion system' that compiles the carbon measurement data collected across the network,
including samples from surface air and aircraft, tall towers, satellites and remote sensing,
and local monitoring (pages 18925, 18928).
CarbonTracker is just one of many projects that attempts to compile and model
CO2 data. The intention behind these networks is to provide more accurate and up-to-
date information on CO2, and to model more accurately the source^sink dynamics
within global systems. While on one level the network is a tool for understanding the
global carbon cycle in order to improve future projections of CO2, on another level this
system is a scientifically informed political response to the Kyoto-inspired directive
to precisely locate and quantify carbon sources and sinks. Carbon sinks can offset
carbon emissions, thereby allowing any nation with a greater store of sinks to emit
more carbon. The balance sheet, as one dominant method among many for measuring
carbon sources and sinks, may prevail as a figure for understanding the global carbon
cycle because it neatly translates into policy and market instruments that regulate and deal
in carbon. Indeed, as Peters et al indicate of the CarbonTracker's impact in this regard,
`anomalies'such as drought or variations in temperature can affect significantly the uptake
capacity of sinks.They further write,``As markets develop for the trading of CO2 emissions,
such anomalies represent multiple billions of dollars change in the continent's carbon
budget; hence the need to monitor them closely'' (2007, page 18927). The alignment
between ecologies and markets has led to the obvious deployment of the budget and
the checkbook, where metaphors of metabolic and financial balance cohabit.
Carbon balance, carbon exchange
In many ways, the directive to balance the carbon budget assembles a set of methods
and structures for how we study and observe carbon, ecosystems, and climate
change. Such technologies and methods, as Barry suggests, do more than just gather
information about environmental conditions; they can actually lead to ``a transfor-
mation in the object which is informed about'' (2001, page 154, emphasis in original;
Callon, 1998; MacKenzie et al, 2007). Both as assemblages and as categories, tech-
nological objects direct our understanding and practices of research, mitigation, and
regulation. They are transformative both as knowledge structures, and as courses of
action. The carbon budget is arguably one such object that presents information
related to climate change in a relatively standardized form which mobilizes new
and specific realities. And, yet, the budget as a figure for understanding the global
carbon cycle may also flatten the more complex dynamics within the biosphere that
do not fit neatly within a balance sheet.
While methods for measuring carbon exchange are multiple and intersecting in
their attempts to capture complex systems, the mode for communicating the diversity
of these methods is often to suggest that we need to balance the global carbon budget,
on an annual basis, by reducing emissions to align with sink storage capacity. From
carbon trading to personal carbon budgets, a number of tools and practices are now
in various stages of proposal and implementation in an attempt to achieve this balance.
Yet, Sabine et al indicate how the varying estimates of the global carbon budget
often fail ``to represent the richness of the global carbon cycle''. As they indicate,
a great number of ``exchange fluxes'' characterize ``the land^atmosphere^ocean system'',
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biogeochemical, land use, or human inputs (2004, page 18).There is not just one natural
or social object that assembles here, but a complex array of systems, processes, and
exchanges that are provisionally mapped and yet spill over into unpredictable effects.
Indeed, Heimann et al note that different methods for measuring carbon often
yield different results, as they measure different fluxes. These authors suggest that a
``data assimilation system'' (not unlike CarbonTracker) may be one way to assemble
the diversity of data gathered from a range of methods and sources. Merging all the
available data into such a system could be one way to smooth the data and generate
a more reliable set of measurements and predictions (2004, page 199).
While such a data assimilation system would allow us to track more accurately
the sources and sinks of carbon, fully mapping the carbon cycle still may not yield the
complete picture of environments it seems to promise. Even if the considerable amount
of `missing' carbon was locatedöthe multiple gigatonnes that annually cannot be
accounted for, but must be stowed away in terrestrial biospheres, soils, and oceans
(Adger and Brown, 1994; Grace, 2004)öwe might find that we still have a rather
limited knowledge of the natural^cultural exchanges and feedback that give rise to
environments. Environmental scientist Lo « vbrand suggests that the uncertainties of
carbon sinks cannot be attributed just to a deficiency of technical abilities. Instead,
these systems are characterized by ``highly complex and non-linear interactions bet-
ween biogeochemical cycles, ecosystem processes and human society'' (2004, page 451).
No degree of coverage and computation may actually account for the operation of
those missing sinks. Sinks require not just more scientific expertise, but an under-
standing of how these unstable figures move through and recast our natural^cultural
conceptions of environments. The location of sinks, the technologies for monitoring
and management, the cultural responses, and the complex ecological feedbacks trans-
late into a figureösinksöthat are a mobile and mutable assemblage rather than a
static object of study and control.
Importantly, the parasite is a site of political interference as much as a material or
communicative disruption. In the context of the formation of global sinks, this political
parasitism is evident not least in the designation of sinks often in the global South,
which allows for the ongoing rates of emissions within developed Northern countries
(Grace, 2004; Redclift, 1996). The purchase of forested lands in the global South to
`offset' the ongoing emissions within the North describes a metabolic exchange that
is simultaneously material, geographic, political, and ecological. Balancing carbon
budgets to arrive at greater sustainability becomes a shifting and contingent practice
with a disparate and uneven set of effects (White, 2006). In many ways, the dirt of
systems shifts across geopolitical boundaries as much as across spatial and material
boundaries, but, as this paper attempts to demonstrate, these shifted `externalities'
inevitably return, albeit transformed and with transformative capacities.
Natural ^ cultural ecologies
It may be that the wayward movement of carbon then gives rise to missing sinks through
the prevalent categorization of ecological parts, not just into air, water, and land, but also
into`nature'and `culture'.`Nature^culture' is a term deployed by Haraway (among others)
throughout her works to break down the usual dichotomy between these terms. The
entanglement of nature and culture reveals, in Haraway's estimation, that
``when the carbon dioxide production of industrial cultures is absorbed by plant
materials, the plants themselves become service providers for the industrial econ-
omy. Such a mode of thinking is more than metaphorical. It is a deep way of seeing
how the natural^cultural world is constituted'' (2000, page 24).
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oceans become economic operatives. Their performanceöabsorptive in years of climatic
stability, feeble in droughts, for instanceöis now cast to inform the workings of markets.
Environments and markets, politics and climate are entangled to the extent that nature
and culture cannot be drawn as separate entities.
What spills over in the carbon sinks of the biosphere is not just the murky
movement and storage of CO2, but also the conceptual divisions we employ to
understand environments. The movement across the boundaries of nature and
culture is the noiseöor parasiteöthat Serres suggests is so often bracketed off,
but is actually constitutive of this exchange. What is `missing' in sinks is not just
the supposed locations of carbon storage, but also the complex and transformative
dynamics of the natural^cultural constitution of sinks, their ongoing interplay in the
natural^cultural world, and the unpredictable feedbacks of which they are a part.
Indeed, the input^output view of environments may crack open at this point; we
may no longer figure carbon through emissions and uptakes, but, instead, will have
to attend more fully to all that is missing in sinks, not just as the result of quan-
titative imbalances, but as the residue from delineating environments into nature
and culture, into air, land, and ocean, into geopolitical exchanges, and into annual
budgets.
Spill: bodies
Not only does CO2 move in unknown and unpredictable ways, as captured in the
figure of missing sinks, but also the biosphere and all its inhabitants may take up
or release CO2 in different ways depending on any number of (possibly unknown)
factors. Carbon capture in grasslands, forests, bogs, and permafrost may diminish
or reverse, spilling over and altering the very terms of our current understanding of
sources and sinks. We are caught in the prospect not just of how our own emissions
may affect the climate, but also of how responses by the biosphere, across scales from
ocean to organism, will also contribute to climatic alterations (Foley and Ramankutty,
2004, page 288). Indeed, one could keep an almost endless list of possible metabolas,
of material exchanges that occur with the breathing, decay, and corrosion of everything
in the biosphere, from plants, animals, water, and soil, to dust, particulates, and gases
from aging materials, to aerosols, detergents, chemicals, and oil. Ecologies, materials,
and bodies are caught up in these acts of respiration, transpiration, and photosyn-
thesis. As Serres suggests, it is this movement and exchange across boundaries that
transforms and reworks the world. These boundaries and the exchanges across them
occur not just at the scale of atmosphere, ocean, and land, but also at the level of
people, microbes, and plants.
With increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and oceans, there is
much speculation as to what extent plants will absorb more or less CO2,t ow h a t
extent soil will begin to express methane or carbon, or whether the oceans will
become so acidic that most carbon-absorbing ocean life will die out. The creatures
within sinks themselves become sinks, collecting and amplifying the effects of way-
ward systems. Sink estimates, however global in scope, depend on the most quotidian
and minute operations of plants and soil. The photosynthesis and respiration
of plants, and the microbial decomposition in soils, are important variables that
contribute to the overall formation of carbon sinks. With variations in drought,
temperature, and sunlight, the carbon uptake by plants can be drastically altered.
With changes in the shape of plant communities, whether as a result of changes in
land use or ecological stresses, vegetation may no longer operate as the benign service
provider Haraway outlines above. Foley and Ramankutty question the `certainty'
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terrestrial organisms in these measurements. They write,
``Even if we can roughly estimate the uptake of CO2 by terrestrial ecosystems and
the oceans, we do not know how these will change in the future. And as we
continue to pump more and more CO2 into the atmosphere, we need to remember
that the terrestrial biosphere may not always continue to absorb such a large share
of our emissions'' (2004, page 281).
The terrestrial biosphere (and oceans) could not only stop absorbing so many emissions,
but also begin to release them, as is currently evidenced by the thawing permafrost and
bogs releasing methane from the Arctic to Southeast Asia. Ecosystems and their
inhabitants may become unruly operators, suddenly refusing to act as receptors of
pollution and instead releasing new plumes of emissions into the environment. Stable
figures of metabolic exchange do not accommodate the possibility of active or unruly
matter, however. And, yet, matter is in transformation; it forms new assemblages and
falls apart. This is the way in which matter, as Bennett suggests, can actually assemble
into a force in its own right, a phenomenon that she calls`thing-power' (2004, page 348).
Matter is dynamic, and has the capacity to spill over categories, including the boundaries
of bodies and environments, to form new exchanges and new entities.
Crossing boundaries and imagining waste
When matter spills over its stable reference points, it reveals how boundariesöbetween
bodies, environments, and wastesöare constitutive and transformative. While on one
level boundaries may appear as fixed delineations for marking the clean from the
dirty, they are on another level key operators for indicating how things emerge and
transform. While technologies, bodies, and environments may assemble as seemingly
``frozen moments, of the fluid social interactions constituting them'', as Haraway suggests,
these moments or objects are not hermetically distinct (2004, page 23). The boundaries
that register between bodies, environments, and machines are not hard and fast, but
are continually in the making and something for which we are obliged to take up
responsibility. And it is often at the crossings of these assumed boundaries that questions
of responsibility are most strikingly illuminated. At this juncture of boundaries, bodies,
and interference, resemblances may become apparent from within a space of apparent
distinction.The bodies of humans and nonhumans not only share `molecular architecture',
as Haraway realizes, but also emerge through similar ``kinds of instrumentation, inter-
disciplinarity, and knowledge practices'' (2000, page 132). Pollution spills across the
boundaries of bodies, giving rise to bodily and environmental mutation, but also
the recognition of the entanglement between plants and people, carbon production and
carbon stress, technologies of detection and regulation.
Crossing boundaries and enacting various processes of impurification (or para-
sitism) can then become a strategy for questioning the politics and materiality of
purification. Boundaries are sites for articulating ways of imagining waste, and for
registering the ways in which it is embodiedösocially, politically, geographically,
materially, and ecologically. As Swyngedouw suggests, the designation of climate
change through CO2 often operates through strategies of purification, where CO2 is
treated as an externality or `side effect' to be managed and controlled (2007, page 16);
or, in other words, it is identified as the dirt outside of systems, rather than the dirt
that is constitutive of and emerges from exchanges within those systems. The global
carbon cycle, far from revealing the coherence of one planetary atmosphere, has, instead,
fractured into multiple strategies for delineating and tracking CO2 output and input.
Boundaries in this sense are processual, informing the formation of policies and terri-
tories (Lo « vbrand and Stripple, 2006, page 227). But these boundaries also inform the
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234^235), from Third World farmers who tend lands designated as carbon sinks, to
the plants and biomes that are designated as absorbers of excess CO2. The location of
sinksötheir boundaries, the work they perform, and the labor involved in maintaining
these sinksöis an act of `social imagination' that depends on identifying emissions
operations and operators, as well as practices of regulation and containment (Corbin,
1986 [1982]). The `social imagination'of pollution critically informs practices in relation to
perceived or actual contamination. Even more, pollution emerges through this complex
intersection of imaginations, practices, environments, boundaries, and bodiesöit does not
precede them.
Spill: futures
The spillage and interference between bodies bring us back to Serres's (1982b) notion
of metabolas and transformation, which reveals not just the movement and pollution
across boundaries, but also the constant changes of state and new assemblages
that emerge and how these changes can begin to reorient our understanding of
environments as dynamic systems with unpredictable futures and uncertain effects.
The accumulation of pollution in biospheres and bodies can be one way in which we
register the severity of environmental change. Wastes have the ability to `potentiate', as
Carson reveals in her classic study of the environmental effects of chemical pollution,
Silent Spring (1965). When wastes potentiate, they combine and return, often ampli-
fied in ways we never would have expected. They spill over, from environments to
bodies, feed back, amplify, and collect in organisms. In this way, sinks are not only
stores for unforeseen future environmental effects; they are also potent and laden
imaginative spaces, signaling the dark, distant, and volatile reaches of environmental
menace.
In order to capture this prospect of mutation that occurs with the spilling over of
pollution and amplification of environmental effects, Masco suggests that `the concept
of hybridity', which ``has been highly productive in revealing technoscientific objects to
be complex fusions of nature and culture'', can be extended even further to think across
space and time in order to ``recognize multigenerational production across technoscien-
tific forms and effects'' (2004, page 522). Speaking in the context of nuclear radiation
and the mutation that comes about in humans, plants, and animals, Masco suggests
that an attention to mutation can encompass the `injury' and `noise' that occur across
generations,``making the mutation a specific kind of break with the past that reinvents
the future'' (page 522). Here, environmental change does not just spill across the
boundaries of environments and bodies, but also spills into the future, creating
an indeterminate catchment that feeds into and transforms future nature^cultures.
Our present sinks spill into the sinks of the futureönot just as a linear plume for
remediation and repair, but as a parasitical force that transforms environments, and the
practices and terms we use to engage them.
The spilling of present wastes into uncertain future effects is the issue that sinksö
and, most potently, carbon sinksöraise as a site of environmental concern. As much
as our carbon accounting may rely on balancing an annual budget, moreover, environ-
ments and climates operate on different time spans. Unruly material exchanges, or
spills through environments, cannot be restricted to descriptions across spatial scales;
they must also be drawn across time. Most depictions of our future environments
extend the effects of waste and pollution to catastrophic proportions. Ballard's The
Drowned World (1999 [1962]) captures this sense of an entropic and flooded future,
where London is transformed into a swampy and sinking metropolis. The few remain-
ing inhabitants of London also sink into this space, where the sense of irreversibility
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processes of documenting the catastrophe are conducted, from records of mutational
shifts in organisms and the new natural histories that are written, to the botanical
diaries and radiation readings that are kept in order to chart this shifting landscape.
Yet, in this uncertain future, attempts at instrumentation repeatedly run up against
their perceived futility, where even these technoecological assemblages begin to sink
and lose their assumed rational buoyancy.
We can imagine this tale as the eventual coming of our greenhouse world, the
cooked and flooded environments in which we will eke out a bare survival. In this
world, all instrumentation malfunctions. But rather than resign us to the inevitability
of catastrophe, these eroded models and forecasts remind us of the provisional and
contingent environments that are always in the makingöand that will spill over into
indeterminate effects (Gabrys and Yusoff, forthcoming; Yusoff, 2006). Indeterminacy,
interference, and complexity, more than catastrophe or simple end games, are the
forces that emerge through these explorations. Rather than assume the fixedness of
our future forecasts, whether balance sheet or climate model, we can then begin to
see how these too are subject to the forces of time. Forecasts must, of necessity, also
transform. But these forecasts may transform not just for what they predict, but also in
the manner that they spill into future imaginings.With revised forecasts, we may move
beyond a politics of environmental crisis, as White suggests, to consider, instead, how
the politics ``being played out in the metabolism between society and nature'' may need
to involve not singular but `multiple narratives' about environmental practices and
environmental possibilities (2006, pages 73^74).
Our present spills of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases into atmospheres,
oceans, forests, which thereby transform human and nonhuman bodies, are caught up
in this making of contingentöand multipleöfutures. But this spillage, as discussed
here, rather than lead to catastrophe automatically, instead reveals how we may
recover indeterminacy as a potent operator within environmental systems. Such inde-
terminacy emerges within the complex interplay of natural^cultural ecologies, where
human and nonhuman are equally potent contributors to systems. As Serres suggests,
the feedback that occurs from our operating as subjects on environments as objects
can even reverse the terms of this engagement. ``The global object becomes subject'',
he writes, and ``the subject becomes object: we become the victims of our victories''
(2006; 1995 [1990]). The feedback of our collective actions, which Serres locates in the
phenomenon of global warming, has shifted the terms of our engagement with our
habitat. We no longer act on the environment, but rather are caught in a complex
interplay of exchanges, where the environmentöthis ``new nature''öalso acts back and
even sets the terms of engagement, as we increasingly experience with climate change.
In this respect, metabolas operate not as a condition of balance but transformation
for environments and forecasts alike.
Sink theory
``The networks aren't all-powerful, they're interrupted in a million ways. You can get
flicker feelings: one minute they look like they control the entire planet, the next
minute they look like a house of cards.''
Haraway (cited in Gane, 2006, page 151)
Sinksöand the spills that leak and migrate across the provisional boundaries of
environments, organisms, and timeöare potent figures for thinking through the
assemblages of nature, culture, and technology. It may even be that the muddying of
these boundaries proves to be more fruitful than maintaining them. In this respect,
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``the possibilities inherent in the breakdown of clean distinctions between organism
and machine'' (2004, page 32). It is at these boundaries, and the circulation across
them, that we find ways to reconsider the relations and indeterminate conditions that
critically inform creative and political projects. The boundaries between organism and
environment are sites of constant interferenceöor parasitism. They are rearranged
through technologies, and through mutation and interference. And they change through
time. In this way, any theory of sinks arrives at a consideration of how the indeterminate
and the transformative provide opportunities for better understanding the movements
of environments through time, rather than locating the regulation of ecologies within
ideal or static registers. Spilling over, rather than cleaning up, is a figure that is as much
political as it is ecological.
Indeed, the parasitism and interference discussed through sinks extends to consid-
ering how environmental and political `dissensus', rather than engineered balance and
consensus (Swyngedouw, 2007) can open up possibilities for expanded environ-
mental practices and imaginings. Our ability to imagine environments, publics, and
natural^cultural relations is bound up with politics and processes of exchanges. For
this reason, Swyngedouw insists, ``A radical socioenvironmental political program,
therefore, has to crystallize around imagining new ways to organize processes of
socio-metabolic transformation'' (page 38). Projects that reimagine our natural^cultural
metabolas and the atmospheres they give rise to are now emerging, including `Public
Smog', an attempt to designate the atmosphere as a UNESCO world heritage site, and
the extensive exhibition, ``Atmospheres of democracy', which considers the assemblages
and sites of concern that give rise to emergent publics (Balkin, 2007; Gabrys and Yusoff,
forthcoming; Latour, 2004b; Latour and Weibel, 2005).
Sinks are then a figure that has relevance for ecological citizenship. But this
figure involves more than accounting for the global commons or striving toward
environmental balance. Instead, it incorporates the mutable, the dissonant, and the
parasitic as critical components of environments and politics. These environments
are composed of human and nonhuman operators, as Bennett suggests through
her discussion of the ``ecology of matter'' (2007, pages 143^144). Through these
human^nonhuman relations, Bennett stresses, we can rework the assumed bounda-
ries of publics to incorporate interrelations with organisms and environments. Such
interrelations alert us to ``the presence of the `active principle' in matter'' (page 145).
When matter is active, it spills across boundariesöit activates us toward natural^
cultural orientations that are not so much about tidying up, as about cultivating a more
thorough engagement with the indeterminate environment in which we are embedded. It is
this appreciation of active matter that Bennett suggests may ``animate a more ecologically
sustainable public'' (page 145). With a recognition of active matter, we cultivate more
active publics, which are capable of engaging with the formations of science, sorting
through the conditions of environmental understanding, and developing dynamic and
responsive theories of sinks.
This paper then attempts to write toward such a space by thinking through the
figures we use to capture and mobilize environmental understanding and practice.
Does the balance sheet approach to the carbon cycle direct scientific inquiry and
findings in the interest of aligning more closely with the mechanisms of markets,
territories, and policies? Does it further direct the public imagination toward legible
if reductive modes of engaging with complex environmental issues? This theory of
sinks suggests that we need to question our models, not just those computational
models that render environmental data, but also those heuristic models that capture
and direct our cultural priorities. Such an attention to the devices employed will allow
Sink: the dirt of systems 679us to be more fully engaged with the translations that take place across environments,
scientific inquiry, and public understanding. It is at these sites that the transformation
and imagining of environments take place. And these are the sites at which active
publics are required, not so much to clean up the balance sheet but, more pressingly,
to query the terms of our environmental imagining.
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